Memo.No.T2/8192/MSME/2015  Dated:06/06/2017

Sub: Technical Education – Skill Development centers shall prepare a Vision for future by providing Entrepreneurship skills by adopting Students centered Teaching – Reg.

Ref: Meeting held by the CTE, Hyderabad with the Principals of Government Polytechnics, Dt: 20.05.2017.

*****

In the previous conference held with all the Principals/OSDs of Government Polytechnics of the state on 20.05.2017, the CTE directed that the Skill Development Centers shall prepare a vision for future by providing Entrepreneurship skills by adopting students centered teaching. The nodal officers/Co-ordinator to be identified for this scheme in every Polytechnic. SDCs are to be exposed among student community and every student should know about SDC and they should act as a counseling center for career guidance.

The CTE also directed that every Polytechnic shall have a Skill Development Center and these Skill Development Centers not only impart Poly Skills, Soft Skill Communication Skills and domain skills, but also provide Entrepreneur ship Skills and conduct career guidance programmer once in a week. The EDC or CGP shall be conducted with Alumni, IPOs of DICs, Financial institutions, Entrepreneurs and Industrial experts. The parents also shall be invited in the very first week itself i.e., in June’2017 to orient their children towards the need for becoming a confident skilled employee or an entrepreneur in the long run. There shall be talks on perspective employment, career orientation and at the end of the year a book shall be published by each polytechnic on the activities taken up and achievements of their institute and One session in a week shall be allotted to SDC activities.

In this connection all the Principals/OSDs of Government Polytechnics of the state are requested to take action on the above matter immediately and submit the compliance to undersigned on or before 30.06.2017.

The receipt of the Memo shall be acknowledged.

Sd/- A. VANI PRASAD
COMMISSIONER

To All Principals/OSDs of Govt. Polytechnics/Institutions in the State.
Copy to the Secretary, SBTET, TS, Hyderabad
Copy to the RJD(TE), Hyderabad
Copy to Stock File/Spare.

//F.B.O.//